The creation of conversational agents capable of expressive and communicative behaviors requires to define the relationship between the agent's communicative intentions and how these intentions are expressed in a coordinated verbal and nonverbal message. Suppose an agent S (a Sender) has the goal of communicating something to an interlocutor A (Addressee) in a particular situation and context; s/he has to decide what to say, which words to employ, which intonation, gestures and facial expressions to display in the various phases of the message. We are currently working on the automatic generation of verbal and nonverbal messages in order to animate a 3D agent. Our plan is to define nonverbal communicative acts in the same type of structure as is used for verbal communicative acts. Several problems need to be solved: how natural language generation systems may be extended to include the generation of nonverbal communicative acts; how planning operators should be refined to include them; and finally how verbal and nonverbal communicative acts may be synchronized. In this work, we restrict ourselves to only one aspect of the visual display of communicative acts, leaving aside body posture, hand gestures and so on. We focus on gaze behavior and propose a meaning-to-face approach, aimed at simulating automatic generation of face expressions driven by semantic data. The dynamic aspects of the generation of meanings in the flowing of discourse which we do not deal in this paper, are addressed in other works [Poggi et al., 2000] .
Introduction
The creation of conversational agents capable of expressive and communicative behaviors requires to define the relationship between the agent's communicative intentions and how these intentions are expressed in a coordinated verbal and nonverbal message. Suppose an agent S (a Sender) has the goal of communicating something to an interlocutor A (Addressee) in a particular situation and context; s/he has to decide what to say, which words to employ, which intonation, gestures and facial expressions to display in the various phases of the message. We are currently working on the automatic generation of verbal and nonverbal messages in order to animate a 3D agent. Our plan is to define nonverbal communicative acts in the same type of structure as is used for verbal communicative acts. Several problems need to be solved: how natural language generation systems may be extended to include the generation of nonverbal communicative acts; how planning operators should be refined to include them; and finally how verbal and nonverbal communicative acts may be synchronized. In this work, we restrict ourselves to only one aspect of the visual display of communicative acts, leaving aside body posture, hand gestures and so on. We focus on gaze behavior and propose a meaning-to-face approach, aimed at simulating automatic generation of face expressions driven by semantic data. The dynamic aspects of the generation of meanings in the flowing of discourse which we do not deal in this paper, are addressed in other works [Poggi et al., 2000] .
Gaze communicative acts
In the approach we adopt to build animated faces that communicate by gaze and facial expression, we categorise gaze communicative behavior by providing a cognitive representation of its semantic functions. Like any communicative signal, gaze necessarily includes two aspects, a 'signal' and a 'meaning'. The signal encompasses the set of physical features and the dynamic behavior of eyes in gaze, that is, their muscular actions and their physiological state; the meaning is the set of beliefs that gaze communicates. In order to analyze gaze from the signal and meaning side, we gathered a number of video recordings of TV talk shows and films, in order to find out which are the relevant aspects of gaze from the signal point of view and which are the meanings gaze can convey from the semantic point of view. 
Gaze parameters and their relevance
The anatomical portion of the face we take into account includes the following parts: eyebrows, upper eyelids, eyes, lower eyelids, and wrinkles. Within each part, different subparts, aspects or actions are considered relevant, or just their presence / absence. Why are these parameters relevant? Eyebrows are typically engaged in the expression of emotions like fear, anger, surprise, worrying [Ekman, 1979] , but also in greetings [Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1974] and in topic-comment marking and emphasis. Eyelids are important because they determine the openness of eyes, thus marking the withdrawing from interaction in cut-off, underlining excitement in flirting and so forth. As for eyes, humidity is relevant both in joy or enthusiasm (bright eyes) and in sorrow (tears); reddening may be a cue to crying (and then sadness) or to rage (bloodshot eyes). Pupil dilation is a cue to sexual excitement or other cases of arousal. In the eyes' spatial behavior, we must take into account the reciprocal relationships among eyes, head and trunk, and their relationship to where the interlocutor is.
From gaze parameters to Action Units
Various systems [Thórisson, 1997 , Lundeberg and Beskow, 1999 , Cassell et al., 2000 simulate faceto-face conversation with a user. Such systems combine several modules for the perception and generation of audio and visual signals. Conversational spoken dialogue modules (i.e., speech recognition and natural language understanding) are integrated with the analysis and recognition of nonverbal signals such as facial expressions, eye and hand movements. This audio and visual collected information is used to emulate turn-taking protocols [Thórisson, 1997 , Lundeberg and Beskow, 1999 , Cassell et al., 1994 , Cassell et al., 1999 and to indicate objects of interest in the conversation [Johnson et al., 2000] . These systems produce context-sensitive facial expressions, gaze and pointing gestures. In most of the mentioned agents, face simulation is triggered by verbal or into-audio output corresponding to a specific linguistic act. The challenge of the system we designed is to generate a complex message that coordinates auditory and visual signals both stemming from cognitive/semantic information. Some values of the parameters above can be realistically used to simulate an animated face because they correspond to specific Action Units (AUs) of Ekman's FACS [Ekman and Friesen, 1978] . Each AU describes one or more actions of one or more specific muscles; and by simulating these AUs through computer graphics techniques it is possible to build (as was shown in [Poggi and Pelachaud, 1998 ]) animated faces that exhibit communicative facial behavior. Table 2 shows how Ekman's Action Units correspond to values in the above parameters.
The meanings of gaze
Beside looking for the relevant aspects of the signal of gaze, we also tried to find which are the meanings that gaze can convey. We used a top-down approach: we first wondered which are, in principle, the meanings we may wish to communicate in visual interaction, we extracted a typology of meanings, and then tried to find in our data whether and which types of these meanings can be conveyed by gaze. Two broad types of meanings can be distinguished [Poggi, 1996] : Information on the World and Information on the Sender's Mind. The first class includes all the places, times, objects and events (either concrete or abstract) to which we refer in our verbal or nonverbal discourse; the second one includes the Sender's mental states that give rise to, or anyway have something to do with ongoing interaction: namely, the Sender's beliefs, goals and emotions. Our hypothesis is that different gaze categories can convey these different kinds of information. To formalise these different meaning types, we use a formalism [Poggi et al., 2000] where x is a variable, a constant or a function, a denotes, in particular, a domain 'action' and b is an atom denoting a domain 'fact'. 'S' stands for Sender and 'A' for addressee. In each communicative act S has the goal that A gets some beliefs. This is represented in our formalism by:
Goal S Bel A
Information on the World
The first kind of Information on the World are events and their spatial and temporal location; within events, we may refer to properties of concrete and abstract entities (objects, persons, animals, discourses...) and to relations among them. Gaze can bear some meanings of this kind. For instance:
Deictic eyes: Eyes can make reference to specific places or to entities located in them: in other words, by using a deictic gaze we can point at specific things or persons in a spatial context. This kind of gaze might be paraphrased as follows: "I am referring to something in that place", where 'something' might be a single entity, like a person or an object, as well as a whole event, and then it can be represented as:
Adjectival eyes: Eyes may also have an "adjectival" function, in that, as adjectives in verbal languages, they may mention properties of things. In fact eyes can mention a small number of physical properties of things. By squeezing eyes, we may refer to very small objects, and by opening eyes wide, to very large things, in both a concrete and a metaphorical sense: for instance, we may refer to a small box or a big house but also to a subtle concept or a great man. Adjectival eyes are formalised as:
Goal S Bel A (Consider S (P x)) with P denoting a 'property' of x. If, for instance, P=Small, then the previous formula means that "S wants A to know that S is considering x's property of being small". In general, then the information about the world that can be conveyed by gaze is quite general and limited as oppose to the information on the Sender's mind which we are going to see now. In this sense it is true in fact eye is the mirror of soul.
Information on the Sender's Mind:
During communication, the Sender may communicate, through words, gestures, gaze or posture, information about his/her beliefs, goals, and emotions, that is, Information on his or her Mind. The signals (in whatever modality) devoted to communicating this kind of information may be called Mind Markers [Poggi, 1996] . The gaze categories used as Mind Markers are the following:
Beliefs
Three types of Information on the Sender's beliefs can be conveyed by gaze: degree of certainty, belief relation, and metacognitive information.
Certainty eyes:
While communicating a Sender can mark if the information conveyed is certain, only likely or very unlikely, by simply using eyes: when we are not sure of what we are saying, we may raise our eyebrows; when we are sure of something, we exhibit a serious face, with a low intensity frown. In our formalism, uncertainty is represented by the mental atom 'Maybe'. For computational simplicity, at the moment we consider only three degrees of certainty: Bel, Maybe, Bel ¬. So, "I am not sure", which is communicated by raising eyebrows, may be represented as:
Metacognitive eyes -the gaze of thought: Eyes can be used to inform about the source (perception, memory or inference) of the information we are talking about. Usually, by looking up we inform that we are thinking (more specifically, maybe, we are trying to draw inferences), while by looking down sideways we inform that we are trying to remember: Goal S Bel A Mind S (Is-Thinking-About S x) Goal S Bel A Mind S (Is-Trying-To-Remember S x)
Goals:
We may distinguish: a) information about the goal of a single communicative act (the performative of a sentence); b) information about a whole hierarchy of goals, namely the planning of a sentence (sentence goals), or c) of a mono-logic discourse (meta-discursive goals), or d) of the overall arrangement of conversation (meta-conversational goals), in particular the regulation of turn-taking and back-channelling. Let us see which of these types of information are related to specific gaze actions.
COGNITIVE UNITS GAZE S's request is for S's goal S keeps head right S claims being in power of A S bends head aside S is potentially sad S raises inner brows Performative eyes: As we mentioned in a previous work [Poggi and Pelachaud, 1998 ], gaze may have a performative function. For instance, in the face that makes a performative of imploration explicit, the inner parts of eyebrows are up and drawn together like in sadness. A peremptory order is marked by a frown, like in anger. This is because in both ordering and imploring I ask you some action useful for my goal, but in ordering I have power over you, and if you do not perform the requested action I will be angry at you; in imploring you have power over me, I am dependent on you, so if you do not do that action I will be sad. Table 4 shows the correspondence between cognitive units and gaze signals for implore. Figure 1 is an example of our 3D agent imploring.
Topic-comment eyes:
In a sentence, the topic is the information S takes for granted as being shared with the interlocutor, while the comment is the information S considers to be new and relevant contribution to the ongoing discourse, and therefore the part S specially wants A to pay attention to. We typically stress the comment part by raising eyebrows, while clearly and ostentatiously directing one's gaze to one's interlocutor. During the topic part instead we gaze less at the interlocutor. The comment gaze category is formalised as:
Goal S Bel A Bel S Intend S (Pay-Attention A x p) "S wants A to pay attention to x being the comment (the new information) of S's current sentence p".
Meta-discursive eyes:
By gaze we can meta-communicate about the plan of our discourse, about its rhetorical structure: for example, when I want to add more precise information, my slightly narrow eyes tell: "I specify, I state more precisely...". An other example occurs when the word 'but' is accompanied by an eyebrow raising which has the meaning to warn of a contrast Table 5 : Gaze behavior corresponding to word and gaze mind markers for the category Goal between beliefs, just as adversative conjunctions do. The relation between two beliefs may be represented as:
with RS being a rhetorical structure. For example RS could be a relation of contrast between the two beliefs b i and b j or a relation stating the precision brought by b i over b j .
Meta-conversational eyes:
Gazing at a conversationalist is a way to pass speaking turn, while asking for a speaking turn is better done by wide opening eyes, like in breathing to start speaking:
Taking turn: Goal S Bel A Intend S (Speak S) Passing turn: Goal S Bel A Intend S (Speak A)
Affective eyes:
Gaze can show both 'social emotions', ones we can feel towards another person (like love, admiration, scorn, anger) and 'individual emotions', eventually triggered by natural events but not directed towards anyone in particular (fear, terror, joy, sadness, surprise, excitement, worrying, dismay). The general representation of the affective gaze is the following: Goal S Bel A (Feel-Emotion S x) S wants A to know that S is feeling some Emotion x, where x will be specified in turn with its formal representation.
Conclusion
In order to produce virtual agents that communicate multimodally, we have focused on the communicative functions of gaze. Gaze may have different functions in a conversation, it may communicate various kinds of information, and it does through very different physiological states and muscular actions. To simulate the signal side of gaze we presented a way to analyze it based on a parametric analysis of real gaze items, and we proposed which of Ekman's Action Units may correspond to specific gaze states or behaviors. On the other hand, to simulate the meaning side of gaze we singled out some categories of meanings that can be conveyed by gaze: two broad classes have been distinguished, Information on the World and Information on the Sender's mind. We also put forward a formalism to represent the meanings of different gaze communicative acts. Of course, simulating gaze in animated faces requires taking into account the problem of timing and synchronization with other signals in the multimodal message. This is typically very important, say, in simulating topic-comment marking and turn-taking behavior. More generally, what triggers the operating of a specific Action Unit, or combination of them? This has to do with the dynamic planning of discourse in multimodal interaction and the synchronization of the different signals with each other.
